above) gives a characterization of locally quasi-unmixed Noetherian rings. Since such rings occur in many investigations in commutative algebra and algebraic geometry, it is desirable to know as many properties of such rings as possible. The above theorem gives one such property, and that such rings have this property is a new result, and until now was not known to hold even in a regular local ring or a complete local domain. Since the concept of the integral closure of an ideal has proved to beu seful in numerous research papers, for example [1] , [2] , [5] , [6] , [14] , [15] , [16] , [17] , and [20] , the fact that ideals of the principal class in such rings have the property stated in the theorem should be of importance in future investigations. On the other hand, there are many open problems concerning the chain conjectures (see [11, § 2] for the relationship of quasi-unmixedness to the chain conditions for prime ideals, and see the introduction of [12] for some of the open problems in this area), so properties of locally quasi-unmixed Noetherian rings which characterize such rings are of interest and importance in solving these problems. Beyond this, the above theorem has some interesting applications, and some of these are given in § 3 of this paper.
A brief description of this paper will now be given. The proof that a locally quasi-unmixed Noetherian ring has the above stated property is given in 2.12, and the material preceding this result consists mostly of definitions and a review of known results concerning the definitions. After proving 2.12, a number of corollaries are given, among which are the following (where J? is a locally quasiunmixed Neotherίan ring): (a) The integral closures of the powers of certain other ideals in R are also height unmixed 2.14; (b) The same result holds in each ring S such that R g S § R r , where R f is the integral closure of R in its total quotient ring (that is, if B is an ideal of the principal class in S, then (5% is a finite intersection of primary ideals and is height unmixed, for all i > 0 2.20); and, (c) If B is an ideal of the principal class in R and / is an ideal 185 in R such that / is not contained in any minimal prime divisor of B, then, for all i > 0 and n > 0, B ι : I n £ (B% 2.19. After these corollaries, the converse of 2.12 is considered. Its proof is difficult, since it is first necessary to establish two preliminary results (which are of some interest in themselves): (a') a result concerning the prime divisors of an ideal generated by a nonzero-divisor in the integral closure of a Noetherian ring 2.22; and, (b') a result concerning the prime divisors of (2?% where B is an arbitrary ideal in an arbitrary Noetherian ring 2.24 and 2.25. Once these results are known, the proof of the converse of 2.12 is given 2.29. Finally, examples are given to show that: (a') does not hold in nonintegrally closed Noetherian rings 2.28 (a); and, the two equivalent statements in the theorem are not equivalent (in the local case) to the existence of an ideal B of the principal class in R such that height B = altitude R -1 and (B^a is height unmixed, for all large i 2.28 (b).
In §3, three applications of 2.12 are given. The first application shows that a fairly easy proof of a theorem due to E. Bδger can be given 3.5 (the theorem being a generalization of a deep result due to D. Rees) , and then some extensions of the result are given 3.6-3.9. The second application has to do with the prime divisors of certain ideals related to an ideal of the principal class in an analytically unramified and locally quasi-unmixed semi-local ring 3.11 , and the third application shows that if R is locally quasi-unmixed and B -(b lf , b k )R is an ideal of the principal class, then (J5*) β bjR = (£*-% for all i > 0 and j = 1, --, k 3.13. 2* Two characterizations of locally quasi-unmixed Noetherian rings* All rings in this article are assumed to be commutative rings with a unit element, and the terminology is, in general, the same as that in [4] . However, to keep the article reasonably self-contained, a number of definitions are given.
The main purpose of this section is to prove Theorem 2.29 which gives two characterizations of a locally quasi-unmixed Noetherian ring in terms of a property of ideals of the principal class. The proof that this property holds in such rings is given in 2.12 and is quite straightforward using known results, once the definitions (and some auxiliary definitions) have been given. We begin with the following definition. DEFINITION 2.1. Let B be an ideal in a ring R. Then the set B a of elements x in R such that x satisfies an equation of the form x n + r γ x n~ι + + r n = 0, where r t e B\ is the integral closure of B in R.
Clearly B £ B a £ Rad B, and it is known [6, § 6] Proof. This was proved in [8, Lemma 1] under the assumption that R is Noetherian. However, this assumption was not used in the proof, so the same proof shows the present lemma. Although the proof of the following lemma is straightforward, it is included to provide the reader some familiarity in working with Rees rings. LEMMA 2.5. (cf. [4, Theorem 3.7(4) ].) Let R, B, and & be as in 2.4. Then (u^) n .^) Π 22 = (u\^) α n 22.
Before stating the first theorem, further terminology and a brief summary of some known facts concerning these definitions will be given. DEFINITION 2.6. An ideal B in a ring is said to be of the principal class in case B can be generated by h elements, where h = height B.
The above definition is usually given only for ideals in a Noetherian ring, and in such a ring it is well-known that an ideal which can be generated by h elements has height at most equal to h. DEFINITION 2.7. An ideal B in a ring is height unmixed in case every prime divisor P of B is such that height P = height B.
For example, an iϋ-sequence in a locally Macaulay ring is height unmixed [4, 25.6] . DEFINITION 2.8. An integral domain R satisfies the altitude formula in case the following condition holds: For each finitely generated integral domain A over R, and for each prime ideal P in
where tτd D/C denotes the transcendence degree of the quotient field of an integral domain D over the quotient field of its subdomain C. DEFINITION 2.9. A local ring R is quasi-unmixed in case, for each minimal prime ideal z in the completion of R, depth z = altitude R. A Noetherian ring R is locally quasi-unmixed in case, for each prime ideal p in R, R p is quasi-unmixed.
The following remark lists the facts concerning these last two definitions which are needed in this paper. 2.10.2. If R is locally quasi-unmixed and paq are prime ideals in R, then height q = height p + height q/p and R/p is locally quasiunmixed (by [4, 34.5] are integral domains such that R satisfies the altitude formula, A is finitely generated over R, and C is integral over A, then both A and C satisfy the altitude formula and, for each prime ideal p in C, height p = height p Π A [10, Corollary 3.7 and Theorem 3.8] .
A number of well-known relationships between a Noetherian integral domain and its integral closure continue to hold between a Noetherian ring and its integral closure. Since these facts are not so well-known, those needed in the remainder of this paper will be given in a remark prior to their first use. In particular, the following two facts are used in the proof of 2.12 below.
REMARK 2.11. Let R f be the integral closure of a Noetherian ring R in its total quotient ring T. Proof. Since (0) is the only height zero ideal of the principal class in R f and since (0% = Rad R is height unmixed, it may be assumed that height B > 0.
Let & = &(R, B) 2.4, fix i > 0, let p' be a prime divisor of tfS®' 2.2, and let p = p' Π & and P = pΠR Then height p' = 1 and there exists only one minimal prime ideal z' in <%' such that z' c p' 2.11.2. Let z* = z' Π ^ and z = z* Π JB, so z + £ £ P (since uep').
Let ^~ be the total quotient ring of &. Then, since î s the total quotient ring of R [u] , z f = 2;^^ Π &' and z is a minimal prime ideal in R. Therefore, Rjz £ ^/z* £ ^F/2' £ (&lz*)' 2.11.1. Also, jβ/z is locally quasi-unmixed 2.10.2, so R/z satisfies the altitude formula 2.10. Proof. 2.13.1 was shown in the proof of 2.12.
2.13.2. Let zt be a minimal prime ideal in & such that zt c p and height p = height p/z 0 *, let z 0 = z 0 * Π R, and let P = p Π JB. Then, as in the proof of 2.12, the following statements hold: z Q is a minimal prime ideal in R; R/z 0 satisfies the altitude formula; trd (&/z$)/(R/z 0 ) = 1; and, height P/z 0 = height P = height B (since p = p' Π & for some prime divisor p f of w^' 2.3). Therefore, applying the altitude formula for p/z* over R/z Of it follows that height p = height p/z 0 = 1 (since it was shown in the proof of 2.12 that trd
COROLLARY 2.14.
Let R and B be as in 2.12, let n > 0, and let
Proof. It is readily seen that, for each i ^ 1, (B n % s ((&Γ*, δ?', • , bf)R) a , so (5-)α £ (10. ^ (((#0.)0. = (^%0α (since I-+I a is a semiprime operation on the set of ideals in R [6] ). Therefore, the conclusion follows from 2.12.
COROLLARY 2.15. Let R be as in 2.12, let p be a prime ideal in R, and let A be a finitely generated integral domain over Rjp. Then, for Proof. As in the proof of 2.12, it may be assumed that B Φ (0). Let B = (b u , b k )S be an ideal of the principal class in S (height B = k), and let A = JB^, , b k ]. Then A is Noetherian and J3' = Φu > &*M is an ideal of the principal class in A (since S is integral over A). Further, A is locally quasi-unmixed (since, if P is a prime ideal in A and p = P Π -B, then, with Q -R p and L = -A (Λ . P) and with * denoting completion, Q* g L* g Q*', (A P )* = L%L*, and, if 2? is a minimal prime ideal in L* such that z £ PL*, then Q*/(z Π Q*) = (say)C s L*/2 s C" 2.11.1, so height PL* ^ height PL*/z = (since C is a complete local domain) height pQ*/(z Π Q*) = (since R is locally quasi-unmixed) height pQ* ^ (by integral dependence) height PL*). Therefore, it may be assumed to begin with that A = R and B = B'S, where B' is an ideal of the principal class in R.
Let & = ^P(JB, £') and S?= ^(S, 5) 2.4, so ^P s ^ s ^'. Fix i > 0. Then, by the proof of 2.12, if p' is a prime divisor of u 1^' , then height 3/0^=1, so height p' Π ^= 1. Therefore by 2.3, (u i S^) a = u ι &' ΓΊ ^ is height unmixed and is a finite intersection of primary ideals (since u i &' is 2.11.2). Hence (B ι ) a = (u ί y) fl Π S 2.5 is a finite intersection of primary ideals. Also, for each minimal prime ideal z in S, S/z is integral over R/(z Π R) and R/(z D -K) satisfies the altitude formula, by 2.10.2 and 2.10.1, so S/z satisfies the altitude formula 2.10.3. Therefore, as in the last paragraph of the proof of 2.12, it follows that {B% is height unmixed.
A strong converse of 2.12 is given in 2.29 below. To prove 2.29, a number of preliminary results are needed, at least two of which are of some interest in themselves (2.22 and 2.24).
The following remark, which is needed for 2.22 and 2.24 below, gives some additional information on the properties of the integral closure of a Noetherian ring. REMARK 2.21. Let R, R' f and b be as in 2.11.2, and let S be a ring such that RQSQR'.
Assume beS and bS = {bS) a . Then the following statements hold: 2.21.1. bS is a finite intersection of height one primary ideals, and if p is a prime divisor of bS, then every pSy-primary ideal q is principal and q = p^, for some i > 0, and S p /(Rad S p ) is a discrete Archimedian valuation ring; in particular, by 2.3 this holds for bR' [13, Corollary 2.11 and Propositions 2.7 (1) Proof. Let T be the total quotient ring of R and let N = Rad T, so N s R' Then A = R/(N n R) S C = Λ'/iV £ A' 2.11.1, so C" = A' is a direct sum of g Krull domains, where g is the number of minimal prime ideals in R. Also, (bR') a = δi?' 2.3, hence (clearly) NQbR', and, by [13, Lemma 2.4(3) ] bR'/N = (bR'/N) a . Therefore, by 2.21.1, I = bR'jN is a finite intersection of primary ideals and, for each prime divisor p of the principal ideal /, C p is a discrete Archimedian valuation ring.
Let z' be the minimal prime ideal in C such that z f f]C = 2/AT. Then, since C" is a direct sum of Krull domains and (I, z f )C Φ C (since (δ, z)R r φ R'), there exists a prime ideal p' in C" such that p r is a prime divisor of the principal ideal IC and z' S p'; and then height p r = 1 2.11.2. Therefore, by the one-to-one correspondence given in 2.21.2, height p r Π C = 1 and z/iV is the only minimal prime ideal in C which is contained in p f Π C (since C' p > = C p , n(7 ). Let p be the prime ideal in R' such that p/N = p' Γ) C. Then z is the only minimal prime ideal in R r which is contained in p, so height p = 1, and (z, b)R f £ p.
In 2.28(a) below an example is given to show that the above result fails to hold for a nonintegrally closed Noetherian ring, even if the ring is a complete local ring. 2.24 below is closely related to D. Rees' Valuation Theorem, and its proof uses a number of ideas and methods developed by him in [14] , [15] , [16] , d) (see 2.21.1). Now fix j, say j = 1, and let a; be a homogeneous element in Π {uVj f)C;j = 2, -, d) such that a? g pj say a? = rί n (for some r e i2), so, for all s ^ 1, ^(r s ) = v^^'α?*) ^ s(n + l)e y 0" = 2, , d Proof. Let B be an ideal in R such that height B > 0, let T* = ^?(ii*, BR*), and let p* be a height one prime ideal in ^*' such that (z^~* n ^% w)^*' S 2>* 2.23, where J^~* is the total quotient ring of ^*. Then z c (z, B)R* S P* Π -B*, so p* n i2* = M*. Let ^* = p* n ^*, let ^ -^(-B, 5), and let q = g* n ^ Then Λf = g Π R, so ^ is a dense subspace of & q ΐ [11, Lemma 3.2] . Now there exists a height one maximal ideal in (& q ΐ)' (since ^ϊ g (^*')(^*-ff *) S (.^f)' [13, Remark 2.2]), so there exists a height one maximal ideal in the integral closure of the completion of & q ΐ (by the comment preceding this lemma). Therefore, since & q is a dense subspace of ^? g ϊ, there exists a height one maximal ideal, say N, in & q ' (again by the comment preceding this lemma). Hence, since ue N, since & q § ^P (^_ff) £ ^?/, and since (u^(^»_ ?) ) o = u&U,_ q) [13, Lemma 2.4(4)], it follows from 2.21.2 that there exists a height one prime ideal p in ^' such that p Π ^? = q* Therefore, p Π R -M, so, for all large i, M is a prime divisor of (1?% 2.25.3.
It is known [3, Theorem 1] that if p is a prime ideal in a Noetherian ring iϋ, then there exist at most a finite number of prime ideals q in R such that paq, height q/p -1, and height q > height p + 1. This fact is needed in the proof of the following proposition. Let Pi, '--,p $ be the minimal prime divisors of (z, b^R*, so height ^ = 1 and depth p t -d -1 (since i?*/z satisfies the f.c.c. [4, 34.4] ). If d > 2, then let ^2 be the set of prime ideals p f in R such that, for some ί ~ 1, , s, p t c p' and height p'/P* = 1 < height p f -1. Then ^2 is a finite set [3, Theorem 1] and Mi ( since d > 2). Therefore, there exists δ 2 e M such that ί» 2 ί U {p f Π i2; p' e ^2} U Z7Ί, where Z7i is the union of the minimal prime divisors of b λ R. It follows that (b u b 2 )R is an ideal of the principal class in R and every minimal prime divisor of (z, b u δ 2 )i2* has height equal to two (by the principal ideal theorem in R*/(z, δ^i?*). Therefore, after a finite number of repetitions, it is seen that there exists an ideal (b lf , b d^) R of height d -1 in R such that every minimal prime divisor of J* = (z, b u δ d _ 1 )i2* has height equal to d -1 (and depth equal to one). , y m -i)R', so height P = m, depth P = 1, and iϋ'/P' = ^AP is a discrete Archimedian valuation ring (so (P, y m )R = M). Let P*' be a height one prime ideal in R f such that P*' g JV, and let P* = P*' Γ) R, so P* is a height one prime ideal in R such that depth P* = m + r and P* £P. Let if = P Π P*, let ϊ We can now prove the converse of 2.12. In fact, the following result holds. 
Proof. 2.29.1 implies 2.29.2, by 2.12, and it is clear that 2.29.2 implies 2.29.3. Finally, if R is not locally quasi-unmixed, then there exists a maximal ideal M in R such that R M = (say) L is not quasiunmixed [7, Lemma 2.5] . Therefore, in the completion of L, there exists a minimal prime ideal z such that depth Proof. This is clear by 2.29 and 2.30.
Of course, 2.28(b) shows that the equivalent statements in 2.31 are not equivalent to: There exists an ideal B of the principal class in R such that height B = altitude R -1 and (B%: M = (B% for all large i.
If follows from 2.30 that the condition: For each ideal B of the principal class in R y B a is height unmixed; is inherited by finite integral extension rings of R, by factor domains of R, and by finitely generated extension domains of factor damains of R (since such rings are locally quasi-unmixed).
3* Some applications* The results in this section are, essentially, corollaries to 2.12. However, a number of definitions and some remarks concerning the definitions are needed before stating the results. Since giving these definitions and remarks in § 2 would have created a diversion from our main goal in that section, it was decided to present this material in a separate section of this paper. a local ring (R, M) , then e(q) denotes the multiplicity of q [22, p. 294] . DEFINITION 3.3 . Let B £ C be ideals in a ring JB. Then B is said to be a reduction of C in case there exists a positive integer n such that C n+1 = JSC*. 5 is a minimal reduction of C in case JS is minimal in the set of reductions of C. This last result of Rees has been generalized by E. Boger in [1, Theorem 1] and in [2, Theorem 1] (see 3.5 below). In [1] the proof of the generalized result is long and difficult, and in [2] it is still quite lengthy and deep. That a short and fairly easy proof can be given using 2.12 will now be shown. (It should be noted that, once the definitions are known, the proof of 2.12 is really not difficult.) PROPOSITION 3.4.4. (so Rad X = Rad B) , and the number of elements in a minimal base of X is l(B) 3.4.3. Therefore, X is an ideal of the principal class and height X = l(X) (since height X = height .B = i(J5) = dim Λ/Jf X/MZ = (by 3.4.1) l(X). Also, e(XR p ) = e(BR p ), for each minimal prime divisor p of B 3.4.4. Therefore, it may be assumed to begin with that B is an ideal of the principal class (since X is). Then B a is height unmixed by hypothesis, [7, Lemma 2.5] , and 2.12, and if p is a minimal prime divisor of B, then R p is quasi-unmixed and e (BR p If JS/M is a finite field, then let iϋ* = i^X^m* where Xis an indeterminate, and let M* = MB*. Then (i2*, M*) is a local ring such that 22*/M* is an infinite field, £* = j?22* g OR* = C* f and height E* = height 5 = l(B) = l(B*), the last equality following from 3.1 and well-known facts concerning F(i, B) . Also Rad S* = Rad C*, and, for each minimal prime divisor p* of B*, p* = pi?*, for some minimal prime divisor p of B, and then e(2?*i2p*) = e(BR p ) = e(CR p ) = e(C*R%*). Finaly, i2* is quasi-unmixed [7, Lemma 2.7] , so by the first paragraph of this proof, B* is a reduction of C*. Therefore Proof. Let p be a minimal prime divisor of B. Then, by hypothesis and [19, Theorem 3.2] BR P is a reduction of CR P , so (BR p ) a = {CR p ) a . Therefore, by 2.12 and as in the last sentence of the first paragraph of the proof of 3.5, B a -C a , hence B is a reduction of C.
Since B is of the principal class in R in 3.6, it can be shown (using 3.4.1 and 3.4.3) 3.4.4 . Therefore, by 3.6, J is a reduction of B n . It will now be shown that / is also a reduction of C\ For this, let p be a minimal prime divisor of /, and assume temporarily that RJpR p is an infinite field (this holds if p is not a maximal ideal in R). Then there exists an ideal X such that X is generated by a system of parameters x x , , x h in R p , X g CR P , and β(X) = e(CR p ) [22, Theorem 22, p. 294] n is a reduction of C n , hence B is a reduction of C (since BgC), It can be proved that if instead of assuming that no maximal ideal is a prime divisor of I a in 3.9, rather, it is assumed that no maximal ideal is a prime divisor of (B ni ) a , for some i > 0, then again B is a reduction of C.
To derive another corollary of 2.12, the following definition is needed. DEFINITION 3.10 . A semi-local ring R is analytically unramified in case there are no nonzero nilpotent elements in the completion of R. 
